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The present invention relates to can closing 
machines and has particular reference to im 
Proved devices for passing steam across the ‘head 
space of a ?lled can for eliminating air from the 
head space prior to closing the can. 

,In eliminating air from the head space of ?lled 
cans by the injection of steam into the head 
space considerable di?iculty is often experienced 
due to the uncontrolled turbulent motion of the 
steam. This motion of the steam'results in 'un 
controlled air elimination and produces clouds of 
steam adjacent the working parts of the machine 
so that supplying the machine with can parts 
is a hazardous task. ' _ 

The instant invention contemplates overcom 
ing these difliculties by blowing the steam across 
the head space of the can from one side of the 
can and withdrawing it and the air in the head 
space from the opposite side of the can at a 
controlled velocity by the use of a vacuum pull 
on the steam. 
An object of the invention is the provision in 

a can closing machine of devices wherein steam 
projected into the head space of a ?lled can is 
withdrawn rapidly at an increased controlled 
velocity by a vacuum pull effective on the steam 
so that the air in the head space of the can will 
be eliminated prior to closing the can. 
Another object is the provision of such devices 

wherein control of the movement and velocity of 
the steam and the resulting uniform evacuation 
of ‘air from the head space of the can is insured 
with an increased operational efliciency. 
Another object is the provision of such devices 

wherein less steam escapes from the machine 
with the result that supplying can parts to the 
machine may be readily effected without danger 
to the operators and without danger of softening 
or bleeding of compound usually used on can 
covers to produce a hermetic seal when the can 
is closed, 
Numerous other objects and advantages of the 

invention will be apparent as it is better under 
stood from the following description, which, 
taken in connection with the accompanying 
drawings, discloses a preferred embodiment 
thereof, 
Referring to the drawings: 
Figure 1 is a transverse sectional view of can 

closing devices embodying the instant invention, 
with a ?lled can and a cover in place prior to 
being united for closing the can, with parts 
broken away; and 

Fig. 2 is a sectional view taken substantially 
along the line 2—2 in Fig. 1. 
As a preferred embodiment of the instant 

invention the drawings illustrate principal parts 
of a machine for closing and sealing ?lled sheet 
metal cans A with sheet metal, can covers or end 
members 13. Such a‘ machine is disclosed in 
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2 
United States Patent 2,287,016, issued June 23, 
.1942 to ‘N. P, Bach, on .Can Closing Machine. 
In the machine, a can cover B is received in 

a pocket It (Fig. 1) of a ring member I2 which 
is supported in any suitable manner above the 
path of travel of the ?lled cans A passing through 
the machine, The cover is supported in a hori 
zontal position on a ledge or seat I4 formed in 
the pocket. In this position the cover is retained 
in place by a retractable knockout pad I5 which 
forms a part of a rotatable seaming head it? 10-‘ 
cated immediately above the pocket ! I. 
The ?lled can A to be closed with the positioned 

cover B is received on a lifter pad ZI which is 
located below the ring member I2 and is in ver 
tical alignment with the pocket II. This lifter 
pad is mounted on the upper end of a vertically 
reciprocable lifter rod 22 carried in a bearing 23 
which may be a part of the frame of the ma-, 
chine. Reciprocation of the lifter rod 22 and 
the pad 2i carried thereon through a lifting 
stroke and thence through a return stroke may 
be effected in any suitable manner in time with, 
the other moving parts of the machine. 
On the up or lifting stroke of the lifter pad 

2 I , the ?lled can A is raised toward the positioned 
cover B, the upper open end of the can entering 
into an opening 25 formed in the ring member 
I2 concentric with and communicating with the 
pocket II. During this upward travel of the can 
and while it moves through the opening 25 in 
the ring member, provision is made for eliminat 
ing the air from the head space, marked C, of 
the can. ' 

Elimination of the air from the can head space 
C is eifected. by steam under pressure which is, 
projected or blown into the opening 25 between 
the upper end of the can A and the positioned 
cover B. This steam issues from a plurality of 
ori?ces 21 (see also Fig. 2) which are formed in 
the ring member I2 and which are located Just 
below the cover support ledge I4. The ends of 
these ori?ces communicate with a recess 28 which 
in turn is in communication with the machine 
end of a steam supply pipe 29 threadedly engaged 
in the ring member I2. This pipe leads from'anv 
suitable source of supply of steam under pressure. 
The ori?ces 21 are arranged in parallelism so as 
to direct the steam into and across the head‘ 

, space of the ?lled can A and in one directionv 
only. 
The velocity of the steam moving into and 

across the head space 0 of the can A is in 
creased and its motion is controlled by a vacuum 
pull created on the side of the can opposite the 
steam ori?ces 27. For this purpose the ring 
member [2 opposite the ori?ces 21 is formed With' 
an exhaust slot or port 32 which is located im 
mediately below the cover seat it in the ring 

60 member; The outer end of the slot 32 com; 
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municates with the opening 25 in the ring mem 
ber, this end of the slot being in horizontal 
alignment with the ori?ces 21. The outer end of 
the slot communicates with a recess 33 formed 
in the ring member. 
The recess 33 is maintained in a vacuumized 

condition by any suitable means. By way of ex 
ample, the drawings illustrate an aspirator 35 
which includes a steam nozzle 36 formed on the 
machine end of a steam inlet pipe 31. This pipe 
leads from any suitable supply of steam under 
pressure. Above the nozzle the pipe 3'! is thread 
edly secured in the ring member I2. The nozzle 
extends down into the recess 33 and terminates 
well below the outer end of the exhaust slot 32. 1‘ 
At the bottom the recess communicates with a 
discharge pipe 38 which is threadedly engaged in 
the ring member l2. This pipe leads to any suit 
able place of discharge for spent steam and air 
withdrawn from the can. 
Hence as steam issues from the nozzle 36 into 

the discharge pipe 38, it creates a vacuum within 
the recess 33. This vacuum within the recess 
draws the steam issuing from the ori?ces ‘2? 
through and across the head space C of the ‘ 
rising ?lled can A and into the exhaust slot 32. 
It empties into the recess 33 and is discharged 
through the discharge pipe 38. The steam pass 
ing through the head space of the can displaces 
the air therefrom and the air swept out by the -1 
steam, at an increased velocity controlled by the 
vacuum pull, passes through the recess 33 into 
the discharge pipe 38. In this manner the head 
space of the can is vacuumized. 
The steam issues from the ori?ces 2? con— ' 

tinuously and in like manner the vacuum pull 
on the steam may be continuous. Thus the steam 
passes through and across the head space of the 
can A during the entire travel or" the can up 
wardly through the opening 25 in the ring mem 
ber l2. The steam in its accelerated travel 
caused by the vacuum pull thus not only evacu 
ates the head space of the can but also pre 
vents any outside air from entering the can. 
As the can continues to move up through this 

atmosphere of steam, it engages the positioned 
cover B and carries it up into the seaming head 
I6. The knockout i5 moves up into the head 
with the cover and can and thus holds the cover 
under a slight pressure. The cover closes 0d the 
head space of the can and thus excludes the out 
side atmosphere. However, when the can moves 
up into the path of travel of the steam issuing 
from the ori?ces 21, the steam forms a new 
path of travel around the can. Some of this 
steam travels up with the can adjacent the cover 
and thus effectively forms a protecting cloud 
which further excludes the outside air from the 
can. 

While the can and its cover are in the seam 
ing head 16 the cover is permanently seamed in 
place in the usual manner. This hermetically 
seals the can against the subsequent entrance 
of outside air. The seaming operation is effected, 
as the head rotates, by seaming rollers 4 I, a chuck 
42 backing up the seam. These are conventional 
elements of such a head. 

It should be understood that this evacuating 
of the head space of the ?lled can and the move 
ment of the can upwardly into the seaming head 
for seaming as well as its return movement after 
seaming, is very rapid as in regular high speed 
production lines. Therefore the evacuating time 
is very short. However, it has been found by use 
of such a steam-vacuum ?ow across the can head. 
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4 
space that the efficiency of the machine is great 
ly increased and that the cans are more uni~ 
formly evacuated. 

It is thought that the invention and many of its 
attendant advantages will be understood from the 
foregoing description, and it will be apparent that 
various changes may be made in the form, con 
struction and arrangement of the parts without 
departing from the spirit and scope of the inven 
tion or sacri?cing all of its material advantages, 
the form hereinbefore described being merely a 
preferred embodiment thereof. 

I claim: 
1. In a machine for vacuumizing and closing 

?lled cans, the combination of a ring member 
having an opening therein for the reception of a 
?lled can and having a seat surrounding the 
opening adjacent its upper surface for holding an 
end member in spaced position above the top of 
a can within the opening the end member clos 
ing off the top of the opening, said ring mem 
ber at one side of said opening having an ori?ce 
in the opening wall just above the inserted can, 
said ring member at the opposite side of said 
opening having an exhaust port in horizontal 
alignment with said ori?ce, means for projecting 
steam from said ori?ce across the head space of 
the ?lled can below said held end member and 
into said exhaust port, and vacuum means dis 
posed adjacent said held end member and hav— 
ing communication with said exhaust port for 
exhausting both steam and air from the head 
space of the can preparatory to vacuum sealing 
the end member onto the can. 

2. In a machine for vacuumizing preparatory 
to closing ?lled cans with superimposed end mem~ 
bers during relative movement of a can and its 
end member, the combination of a ring member 
having an opening therein for the reception of 
a ?lled can and having a seat surrounding the 
opening adjacent its upper surface for holding an 
end member in spaced position above the top of 
a can within the opening the end member clos 
ing o? the top of the opening, said ring mem 
ber at one side of said opening having a plu 
rality of ori?ces in the opening wall just above 
the inserted can, said ring member at the opposite 
side of said opening having an exhaust port in 
horizontal alignment with “ said ori?ces with a 
connecting vertically disposed receiving recess, a 
can lifter member located below said ring mem 
ber opening for a lifting a ?lled can into the 
opening and for holding it with its top edge just 
below said ori?ces and said exhaust port, means 
for projecting steam from said ori?ces across the 
head space of the can and below said held end 
member and into said exhaust port, and a steam 
aspirator connected to said ring member and dis 
charging steam into said receiving recess for 
creating a vacuum in the recess thereby acceler 
ating the steam movement and exhausting both 
steam and air from the head space of the can, 
said can lifter member thereupon assembling the 
can and its end member preparatory to vacuum 
sealing the same. 

EMIL V. CASSADY. 
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